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Abstract

The new concept of a system of hex equations is introduced as an overdetermined system
of six five-point face-centered quad equations defined on six vertices of a hexagon. For a con-
sistent system of hex equations, two variables on neighbouring vertices of the hexagon can
be solved for uniquely in terms of the other four. A consistent system of hex equations has a
well-defined unique evolution in the hexagonal lattice under suitable initial value problems
defined on a single connected staircase of points. Multidimensional consistency for systems of
hex equations is proposed in terms of their consistency on certain polytopes which have both
hexagonal and quadrilateral faces, and specific examples are presented for the hexagonal
prism, the elongated dodecahedron, the truncated octahedron, and the 6-6-duoprism. Con-
sistent systems of hex equations on such polytopes may be constructed from face-centered
quad equations which satisfy consistency-around-a-face-centered-cube, in combination with
regular quad equations that satisfy consistency-around-a-cube.

1 Introduction

The Yang-Baxter equation is an important equation for integrable models and mathematical

physics. One of its main applications is for integrablity of lattice models of statistical mechanics,

where it implies that the transfer matrices of the model commute which can be used to solve

the model in the thermodynamic limit [1]. For Ising-type lattice models with nearest-neighbour

interactions involving discrete spin variables, the Yang-Baxter equation takes a special form

known as the star-triangle relation [2–9].

The quasi-classical limit of such star-triangle relations also contains defining equations for

an entirely different class of integrable models, known as discrete integrable systems. Namely,

the saddle-point equations of the star-triangle relations in the quasi-classical limit have been

shown [9–12] to correspond to equations that arise in the Adler, Bobenko, and Suris (ABS)

classification of integrable quad equations [13,14]. These are integrable two-dimensional partial

difference equations that are defined on vertices and edges of a square (see the diagram on the left

of Figure 1) and evolve in the square lattice. Such difference equations provide integrable discrete

counterparts of well-known integrable soliton equations, such as the Korteweg-de Vries equation,
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where the latter may be obtained through some continuous limits. The quad equations in the

ABS list satisfy a condition of integrability known as consistency-around-a-cube (CAC) [15,16],

which requires the consistency of an overdetermined system of six quad equations for four

unknowns on the cube, and this property in turn implies Lax pairs and Bäcklund transformations

for the equations. For quad equations there were also found classical counterparts of the star-

triangle relations, independently of the quasi-classical limit, in the form of a closure relation

that was introduced for the concept of Lagrangian multiforms [17,18].
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Figure 1: Variables and parameters of a quad equation (left), a face-centered quad equation (center), and
a system of hex equations (right).

Another type of Yang-Baxter equation for interaction-round-a-face (IRF) models constructed

from the star-star relation [19–21] was used to develop the concept of face-centered quad equa-

tions [22]. A face-centered quad equation may be regarded as an extension of a regular quad

equation, having dependence on five variables assigned to vertices on the face and corners of

a square, and two-component parameters associated to edges (see the diagram in the center of

Figure 1). The face-centered quad equations also evolve in the square lattice, but in a more

complicated manner, requiring initial data that is defined on double staircases [23] in compar-

ison to the single staircases required for regular quad equations [24–26]. An analogue of CAC

was proposed for face-centered quad equations called consistency-around-a-face-centered-cube

(CAFCC), requiring the consistency of an overdetermined system of fourteen equations for eight

unknowns on the face-centered cubic unit cell, and this property has also been shown to imply

Lax pairs of the equations [27,28].

The aim of this paper is to further build on the above ideas to develop the analogues of

integrable quad equations and their properties for systems of equations that evolve in hexagonal

lattices, rather than square lattices. In comparison to the theory of integrable quad equations,

there appears to be only a handful of results for discrete integrable systems in hexagonal lattices

or in hexagonal configurations [29–39], and to the best of the author’s knowledge this paper

offers a different approach and new results for this topic. To begin with, instead of a square, the

equations are to be defined on a hexagonal unit cell and have dependence on six variables assigned

to vertices and three parameters assigned to edges, where the same parameter is assigned to

opposite edges (see the diagram on the right of Figure 1), and under suitable initial value

problems (including for initial data on a single connected path) these equations should have

a unique evolution in the hexagonal lattice. Also, as an analogue of CAC and CAFCC the

equations are to form a consistent system of equations when assigned to polytopes that contain

hexagonal faces.

Such consistent systems of equations on hexagons will be constructed in this paper using

face-centered quad equations as the basic building block. A new form of consistency condition
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for face-centered quad equations will be introduced in Section 2, called consistency-around-a-

hexagon (CAH). CAH is a simpler consistency condition than CAFCC, requiring the consistency

of an overdetermined system of six equations for two unknown variables on the hexagon. Since

they are defined on a hexagonal unit cell rather than a face-centered cubic structure, the system

of six face-centered quad equations on the hexagon will be referred to in this paper as a system of

hex equations. For hex equations that satisfy CAH, two unknown variables on the hexagon can

be solved for consistently in terms of four known variables, and this will be enough to uniquely

evolve systems of hex equations in the hexagonal lattice under initial conditions defined on a

single connected staircase of points.

The previously found face-centered quad equations which satisfy CAFCC (specifically type-A

and type-C equations) [22] also satisfy CAH, and thus may be used to define consistent systems of

hex equations. Some general guidelines will be proposed in Section 4 for constructing consistent

systems of hex equations on polytopes in combination with regular quad equations. These

guidelines are based on matching the edges associated to the three-leg and four-leg equations

associated to quad and face-centered quad equations respectively. In particular, the consistency

of equations on the hexagonal prism provides a natural extension of a two-dimensional system

of hex equations in the hexagonal lattice onto the hexagonal prismatic honeycomb, which is

the three-dimensional tessellation obtained by translations of the hexagonal prism. This may

be regarded as the analogue of extending systems of regular quad equations from the lattice

Z
2 to the lattice Z

3 using their consistency on the cube (a uniform square prism). Besides

the hexagonal prism, explicit examples will be presented for consistent systems of equations

in three dimensions on the elongated dodecahedron and the truncated octahedron, and in four

dimensions on the 6-6-duoprism, which is a polytope whose cells are hexagonal prisms.

2 Integrable quad and face-centered quad equations

This section will provide an introduction to the regular quad equations which satisfy consistency-

around-a-cube (CAC), and the face-centered quad equations which satisfy consistency-around-

a-face-centered-cube (CAFCC), as well as the relevant properties of the two types of equations

and their connections to star-triangle and star-star relations which has motivated this paper.

The face-centered quad equations will play a central role in this paper for the construction of

consistent systems of equations that evolve in hexagonal lattices (see Section 3), while both

types of quad equations will be required to form consistent systems of equations on polytopes

that have both quadrilateral and hexagonal faces (see Section 4).

2.1 Quad equations and star-triangle relations

A quad equation may be written as

Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0, (2.1)

where Q is a multilinear polynomial in four variables xa, xb, xc, xd, that takes the general form

Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = κ1xaxbxcxd + κ2xaxbxc + κ3xaxbxd + κ4xaxcxd + κ5xbxcxd

+κ6xaxb + κ7xaxc + κ8xaxd + κ9xbxc + κ10xbxd + κ11xcxd

+κ12xa + κ13xb + κ14xc + κ15xd + κ16.

(2.2)
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The coefficients κi = κi(α, β) (i = 1, . . . , 16) depend only on the parameters α and β. The

variables and parameters of the quad equation (2.1) may be assigned to the square of Figure

2. Under appropriate initial conditions the quad equations (2.1) can be uniquely evolved in the

square lattice due to the multilinearity of the polynomial Q.

β

α

β

α

Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0

xc

xa xb

xd

Figure 2: The quad equation (2.1).

Quad equations of the form (2.1) have been shown [9, 11, 12, 40, 41] to arise from the quasi-

classical limit of more general equations for hypergeometric integrals which take the form of

an important equation for integrability of lattice models of statistical mechanics called the

star-triangle relation. The quad equations that are obtained this way may be identified with

equations in the Adler, Bobenko, and Suris (ABS) classification [13,14]. The connection to these

types of star-triangle relations is summarised as follows.

In certain cases, hypergeometric integrals satisfy formulas that may be written in one of the

following two typical forms [12]

∫

C
dσ0W θ1(σ1, σ0)Wθ1+θ3(σ2, σ0)W θ3(σ0, σ3)=RθWθ1(σ2, σ3)W θ1+θ3(σ1, σ3)Wθ3(σ2, σ1), (2.3)

∫

C
dσ0V θ1(σ1, σ0)Vθ1+θ3(σ2, σ0)W θ3(σ0, σ3)=RθVθ1(σ2, σ3)V θ1+θ3(σ1, σ3)Wθ3(σ2, σ1). (2.4)

Each of Vθ(σi, σj), V θ(σi, σj),Wθ(σi, σj),W θ(σi, σj), are complex-valued functions of σi, σj , θ,

and the formulas (2.3) and (2.4) depend on the independent complex-valued variables σ1, σ2, σ3,

and parameters θ1, θ3. TheRθ is a factor that is independent of the variables σ1, σ2, σ3. The func-

tions Vθ(σi, σj), V θ(σi, σj),Wθ(σi, σj),W θ(σi, σj), are typically written in terms of the gamma

function or its generalisations [42], with the contours C chosen to separate infinite sequences

of poles of the integrand that go to zero and/or infinity. Such formulas may be regarded as

generalisations of the Euler beta function in the context of hypergeometric integrals, and gener-

alisations of the Ising model in the context of integrable lattice models of statistical mechanics,

where both of the latter may be obtained in certain limits [11]. For models of statistical mechan-

ics, the functions Vθ(σi, σj), V θ(σi, σj),Wθ(σi, σj),W θ(σi, σj), are identified as the Boltzmann

weights of the associated model(s) [9–11].

In a quasi-classical limit, the integrals of (2.3) and (2.4) are written in the respective forms

∫

C
dx0 e

~
−1
(

Lα1
(x1,x0)+Lα1+α3

(x2,x0)+Lα3
(x0,x3)

)

+O(1),

∫

C
dx0 e

~−1
(

Λα1
(x1,x0)+Λα1+α3

(x2,x0)+Lα3
(x0,x3)

)

+O(1),

(2.5)
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for some parameter ~ → 0, where each of Λα(xi, xj),Λα(xi, xj),Lα(xi, xj),Lα(xi, xj), are complex-

valued functions of xi, xj , α, which arise as the leading O(~−1) asymptotics of the Boltzmann

weights Vθ(xi, xj), V θ(xi, xj),Wθ(xi, xj),W θ(xi, xj), respectively. The variables and parameters

of (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5), are related by

σi = Fi(xi), i = 0, 1, 2, 3, θj = G(αj), j = 1, 3, (2.6)

where Fi(z) and G(z) are some Möbius transformations that depend on ~. The saddle-point

equations of these integrals are given by

∂

∂x0

(

Lα1
(x1, x0) + Lα1+α3

(x2, x0) + Lα3
(x0, x3)

)

= 0,

∂

∂x0

(

Λα1
(x1, x0) + Λα1+α3

(x2, x0) + Lα3
(x0, x3)

)

= 0.

(2.7)

A discrete integrable equation is typically then obtained directly from these saddle-point equa-

tions, which are identified as the three-leg equations [13, 16] associated to quad equations. A

point transformation

xa = f0(x0), xb = f1(x1), xc = f2(x2), xd = f3(x3), α = g(α1), β = g(α3), (2.8)

of the variables and parameters should be used that will turn the saddle point equations (2.7)

into equations of the form

a(xa;xc;β)

a(xa;xb;α)a(xa;xd;β − α)
= 1,

c(xa;xc;β)

c(xa;xb;α)a(xa;xd;β − α)
= 1,

(2.9)

or the form

a(xa;xc;β)− a(xa;xb;α) − a(xa;xd;β − α) = 0,

c(xa;xc;β)− c(xa;xb;α) − a(xa;xd;β − α) = 0,
(2.10)

where the functions a(x; y;α) and c(x; y;α) are both linear fractional functions of the variable y.

Typical choices of the functions fi and g for (2.8) are given in Table 1, which depend on whether

the equations (2.3)–(2.7) are elliptic, hyperbolic, rational, or algebraic (also known as classical).

The algebraic cases give equations of the form (2.10), and all other cases give equations of the

form (2.9).

fi(x) g(x)

Elliptic ℘(x) ℘(x)

Hyperbolic ex or cosh(x) ex

Rational x or x2 x

Algebraic x x

Table 1: Typical choices for the changes of variables (2.8), depending on whether the equations (2.3)–(2.7)
are elliptic, hyperbolic, rational, or algebraic. The function ℘(z) is the Weierstrass elliptic function.
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For the equations of the form (2.10), if after combining each term under a common denomi-

nator the numerator of the resulting expression has the form (2.2), then this numerator provides

the desired quad equation.

For the equations of the form (2.9), since a(x; y;α) and c(x; y;α) are linear fractional in y,

these equations have the form

N(xa;xb, xc, xd;α, β)

D(xa;xb, xc, xd;α, β)
= 1, (2.11)

where N(xa;xb, xc, xd;α, β) and D(xa;xb, xc, xd;α, β) are multilinear polynomials of the three

variables xb, xc, xd. Rewriting the equation (2.11) as

N(xa;xb, xc, xd;α, β) −D(xa;xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0, (2.12)

the desired multilinear quad equation is then obtained if a factorisation of (2.12) can be found

of the form

f(xa;α, β)Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0, (2.13)

where f is some function that is independent of xb, xc, xd, and Q is a polynomial of the form (2.2).

From (2.13) it is seen that the equations (2.9) are satisfied on solutions of the corresponding

multilinear quad equation Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0, but there may be some solutions for (2.9)

corresponding to f(xa;α, β) = 0 that are not solutions of Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0.

The above procedure for obtaining quad equations from quasi-classical limits has been in-

vestigated [9,12] for different solutions of the star-triangle relations of the forms (2.3) and (2.4)

that arise as hyperbolic/rational/algebraic degenerations of Bazhanov and Sergeev’s solution of

the star-triangle relation [11]. In terms of hypergeometric integrals, the latter star-triangle re-

lation is equivalent to Spiridonov’s elliptic beta integral formula [43]. The quad equations that

were obtained from the quasi-classical limit of these integrals correspond to equations in the

ABS classification [13, 14], where the latter classification was made using completely different

methods that are independent of the star-triangle relations. Thus, the quasi-classical limit offers

a different approach to the study of discrete integrable equations.

The equations in the ABS list may be grouped into two main types known as type-Q and

type-H. These equations are listed in Table 2 and are given explicitly in Appendix A. The

type-Q equations may be derived from the quasi-classical expansion of star-triangle relations of

the form (2.3) and the type-H equations may be derived from the quasi-classical expansion of

star-triangle relations of the form (2.4).

Type-Q Type-H

Elliptic Q4 -

Hyperbolic Q3(1) Q3(0) H3(1; 1), H3(1,0), H3(0,0)
Rational Q2, Q1(1) H2(1), H2(0)
Algebraic Q1(0) H1(1), H1(0)

Table 2: List of type-Q and type-H ABS quad equations grouped according to whether they come from
a quasi-classical expansion that involves elliptic, hyperbolic, rational, or algebraic equations [9, 12]. The
equations are given in Appendix A.

Each of the type-Q quad equations in Table 2 satisfy the following symmetries of the square

Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = Q(xb, xa, xd, xc;α, β),

Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = −Q(xd, xb, xc, xa;β, α).
(2.14)
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If ε = 0, the type-H equations H3(δ; ε), H2(ε), H1(ε), also satisfy both of the symmetries of

(2.14), while if ε = 1 they only satisfy the second symmetry of (2.14).

2.1.1 Three-leg equations associated to quad equations

The three-leg equations (2.9) and (2.10) are each written in terms of three functions, where in the

arguments of the functions the variable xa is paired one of the other three variables xb, xc, xd,

assigned to vertices of the square. These are also known as three-leg equations centered at

xa. As was observed in the original classification result of ABS [13], each of the equations in

Table 2 also have associated three-leg equations that are centered at the other three vertices. The

system of four different type-Q three-leg equations may be expressed in terms of a single function

a(xi;xj ;α), but the system of four different type-H three-leg equations is more complicated and

expressed in terms of up to four different functions [44].

Theorem 1. If Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0 is one of the elliptic, hyperbolic, or rational type-Q

quad equations from Table 2, then there is a system of three-leg equations of the form

(Q.a)
a(xa;xc;β)

a(xa;xb;α)a(xa;xd;β − α)
= 1,

(Q.b)
a(xb;xa;α)

a(xb;xd;β)a(xb;xc;α− β)
= 1,

(Q.c)
a(xc;xd;α)

a(xc;xa;β)a(xc;xb;α− β)
= 1,

(Q.d)
a(xd;xb;β)

a(xd;xc;α)a(xd;xa;β − α)
= 1,

(2.15)

which are satisfied on solutions of Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0. If Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0 is the

algebraic type-Q quad equation Q1(0), then the same holds true with each of (Q.a)–(Q.d) being

replaced with additive equations of the form (2.10).

Similarly, if H(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0 is one of the hyperbolic or rational type-H quad equa-

tions from Table 2, then there is a system of three-leg equations of the form

(H.a)
c∗(xa;xc;β)

c∗(xa;xb;α)a∗(xa;xd;β − α)
= 1,

(H.b)
c(xb;xa;α)

c(xb;xd;β)a(xb;xc;α− β)
= 1,

(H.c)
c(xc;xd;α)

c(xc;xa;β)a(xc;xb;α− β)
= 1,

(H.d)
c∗(xd;xb;β)

c∗(xd;xc;α)a∗(xd;xa;β − α)
= 1,

(2.16)

which are satisfied on solutions of H(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0, and where the functions a(xi;xj ;α)

and a∗(xi;xj ;α) also satisfy systems of the form (2.15) on solutions of respective type-Q equa-

tions. If H(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0 is the algebraic type-H equation H1(ε), then for ε = 1 the

same holds true with (H.a) and (H.d) being replaced with additive equations of the form (2.10),

and for ε = 0 with each of (H.a)–(H.d) being replaced with additive equations.
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Proof. Theorem 1 can be verified directly by using the functions a(xi, xj;α), a∗(xi;xj ;α),

c(xi, xj ;α), and c∗(xi;xj ;α), that are given in Table 7 of Appendix A. With these functions

an equation (Q.i) from (2.15) is equivalent to (as was given in (2.13) for (Q.a))

f(xi;α, β)Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0, i ∈ {a, b, c, d}, (2.17)

where Q is some type-Q equation from Table 2, and an equation (H.i) from (2.16) is equivalent

to (as was given in (2.13) for (H.a))

f1(xi;α, β)H(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0, i ∈ {a, d},
f2(xi;α, β)H(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0, i ∈ {b, c},

(2.18)

where H is some type-H equation from Table 2.

The existence of consistent systems of three-leg equations (2.15) and (2.16) may be naturally

understood through the quasi-classical limit of the star-triangle relations. The idea is as follows.

Equating both sides at leading order of a quasi-classical expansion of (2.4), implies a classical

star-triangle relation formula that takes the form (up to some irrelevant factors independent of

the variables)

Λα1
(x1, x0) + Λα1+α3

(x2, x0) + Lα3
(x0, x3) = Λα1

(x2, x3) + Λα1+α3
(x1, x3) + Lα3

(x2, x1).

(2.19)

The left hand side is the same that appears inside the exponential for the second integral of

(2.5), and the right hand side comes from a quasi-classical expansion of the right hand side of

(2.4). The equation (2.19) is required to hold on solutions of the second saddle point equation

in (2.7). Recall that this saddle point equation leads to the three-leg equation (H.a) given in

(2.9). Assuming (2.19) holds, there are also three other partial derivatives that can be taken

with respect to the three variables x1, x2, x3, and following a similar procedure that was used to

obtain (2.9), these derivatives would lead to the other three-leg equations (H.b)–(H.d).

2.2 Face-centered quad equations and star-star relations

A face-centered quad equation may be regarded as an extension of the regular quad equation

(2.1), having dependence on an additional variable and parameters. The parameters may be

written with two components as

α = (α1, α2), β = (β1, β2). (2.20)

A face-centered quad equation may then be written as

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 0, (2.21)

where A is a multivariate polynomial of five variables x, xa, xb, xc, xd. It is multilinear in the

four variables xa, xb, xc, xd, but there is no restriction imposed on the degree of x. Thus, it is a

polynomial with the general form

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = κ1xaxbxcxd + κ2xaxbxc + κ3xaxbxd + κ4xaxcxd + κ5xbxcxd

+κ6xaxb + κ7xaxc + κ8xaxd + κ9xbxc + κ10xbxd + κ11xcxd

+κ12xa + κ13xb + κ14xc + κ15xd + κ16,

(2.22)
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where the coefficients κi = κi(x,α,β) (i = 1, . . . , 16) depend on the face variable x and the com-

ponents of the two parameters α,β. The multilinear expression (2.22) resembles the multilinear

expression for regular quad equations (2.2), but with more general coefficients κi.

The face-centered quad equation (2.21) may be associated to the square of Figure 3, where

the variables xa, xb, xc, xd are assigned to vertices at corners, the variable x is assigned to a

central vertex on the face, and the components of the parameters are assigned to edges. When

evolving the equations in the square lattice it is never required to solve for the variable x, which

is the reason that the dependence on x does not have to be linear.

xc

xa xb

xd

x

α2 α2

α1 α1

β1

β1

β2

β2

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 0

Figure 3: The face-centered quad equation (2.21).

The face-centered quad equation (2.21) may also be written in the form

n
∑

i=0

xiPi(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 0, (2.23)

where n is the degree of the polynomial (2.22) in x, and the Pi (i = 0, 1, . . . , n) are multilinear

polynomials in the four variables xa, xb, xc, xd, i.e., the Pi are regular quad equations (but

depending on the two-component parameters α,β, instead of two scalar parameters).

For face-centered quad equations the analogue of the star-triangle relations (2.3) and (2.4)

are the star-star relations [19–21]. Two examples of such star-star relations for the case of

continuous spin variables have the forms

Wv1−v2(σ1, σ2)Wu1−u2
(σ1, σ3)

∫

C
w

(1)
uv(σ) = Wv1−v2(σ3, σ4)Wu1−u2

(σ2, σ4)

∫

C
w

(2)
uv(σ), (2.24)

Vv1−v2(σ1, σ2)Wu1−u2
(σ1, σ3)

∫

C
v
(1)
uv(σ) = Vv1−v2(σ3, σ4)Wu1−u2

(σ2, σ4)

∫

C
v
(2)
uv(σ), (2.25)

where σ, u, v, represent variables σ = (σ0, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4) and parameters u = (u1, u2), v =

(v1, v2), and the integrands are

w
(1)
uv(σ) = dσ0Wu2−v1(σ1, σ0)W u2−v2(σ0, σ2)W u1−v1(σ3, σ0)Wu1−v2(σ0, σ4),

w
(2)
uv(σ) = dσ0Wu2−v1(σ0, σ4)W u2−v2(σ3, σ0)W u1−v1(σ0, σ2)Wu1−v2(σ1, σ0),

v
(1)
uv(σ) = dσ0Wu2−v1(σ1, σ0)V u2−v2(σ0, σ2)W u1−v1(σ3, σ0)Vu1−v2(σ0, σ4),

v
(2)
uv(σ) = dσ0Wu2−v1(σ0, σ4)V u2−v2(σ3, σ0)W u1−v1(σ0, σ2)Vu1−v2(σ1, σ0).

(2.26)
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Similarly to the star-triangle relations (2.3) and (2.4), each of Vθ(σi, σj), V θ(σi, σj), Wθ(σi, σj),

W θ(σi, σj) are complex-valued functions of σi, σj , θ, while the formulas (2.24) and (2.25) depend

on the independent variables σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, and parameters u1, u2, v1, v2. The contours C are

typically chosen to separate infinite sequences of poles that go to zero and/or infinity. In terms

of hypergeometric integrals, examples of these formulas have been shown [45] to be equivalent

to the simplest (n = 1) examples of transformation formulas between hypergeometric integrals

associated to the An root system [46].

Consider the left hand sides of the star-star relations (2.24) and (2.25). In a quasi-classical

limit these left hand sides are written in the respective forms

∫

C
dx0 e

~
−1
(

L
u
′

2
−v

′

1
(x1,x0)+L

u
′

2
−v

′

2
(x0,x2)+L

u
′

1
−v

′

1
(x3,x0)+L

u
′

1
−v

′

2
(x0,x4)+L

v
′

1
−v

′

2
(x1,x2)+L

u
′

1
−u

′

2
(x1,x3)

)

+O(1)
,

∫

C
dx0 e

~−1

(

L
u
′

2
−v

′

1
(x1,x0)+Λ

u
′

2
−v

′

2
(x0,x2)+L

u
′

1
−v

′

1
(x3,x0)+Λ

u
′

1
−v

′

2
(x0,x4)+Λ

v
′

1
−v

′

2
(x1,x2)+L

u
′

1
−u

′

2
(x1,x3)

)

+O(1)
,

(2.27)

for some parameter ~ → 0, where each of Λα(xi, xj), Λα(xi, xj), Lα(xi, xj), Lα(xi, xj), are

complex-valued functions of xi, xj , α, which arise as the leading O(~−1) asymptotics of the

respective functions Vθ(σi, σj), V θ(σi, σj), Wθ(σi, σj), W θ(σi, σj). Analogously to (2.6), the

variables and parameters of (2.24), (2.25), and (2.27), are related by

σi = Fi(xi), i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 u′j = G(uj), v′j = G(vj), j = 1, 2, (2.28)

where Fi(z) and G(z) are some Möbius transformations that depend on ~. The saddle-point

equations of these integrals are given by

∂

∂x0

(

Lu′

2
−v′

1
(x1, x0) + Lu′

2
−v′

2
(x0, x2) + Lu′

1
−v′

1
(x3, x0) + Lu′

1
−v′

2
(x0, x4)

)

= 0,

∂

∂x0

(

Lu′

2
−v′

1
(x1, x0) + Λu′

2
−v′

2
(x0, x2) + Lu′

1
−v′

1
(x3, x0) + Λu′

1
−v′

2
(x0, x4)

)

= 0.

(2.29)

Analogously to (2.8), to obtain a discrete integrable equation from (2.29) a point transformation

x = f0(x0), xa = f1(x1), xb = f2(x2), xc = f3(x3), xd = f4(x4),

αj = g(u′j), βj = g(v′j), j = 1, 2,
(2.30)

of the variables and parameters should be used that will turn the saddle-point equations (2.7)

into equations of the form

a(x;xa;β1 − α2)a(x;xd;β2 − α1)

a(x;xb;β2 − α2)a(x;xc;β1 − α1)
= 1, (2.31)

a(x;xa;β1 − α2)c(x;xd;β2 − α1)

a(x;xb;β2 − α2)c(x;xc;β1 − α1)
= 1, (2.32)

or the form

a(x;xa;β1 − α2) + a(x;xd;β2 − α1)− a(x;xb;β2 − α2)− a(x;xc;β1 − α1) = 0, (2.33)

a(x;xa;β1 − α2) + c(x;xd;β2 − α1)− a(x;xb;β2 − α2)− c(x;xc;β1 − α1) = 0, (2.34)
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where the functions a(x; y;α) and c(x; y;α) are linear fractional functions of the variable y.

Typical choices of the functions fi and g for (2.30) are the same as those listed in Table 1, de-

pending on whether the equations (2.24), (2.25), (2.27), (2.29), are elliptic, hyperbolic, rational,

or algebraic. The algebraic cases give equations of the form (2.33) and (2.34), and all other

cases give equations of the form (2.31) and (2.32).

For the equations of the form (2.33) and (2.34), if after combining each term under a common

denominator the numerator of the resulting expression has the form (2.22), then this numerator

provides the desired face-centered quad equation.

For the equations of the form (2.31) and (2.32), since a(x; y;α) and c(x; y;α) are linear

fractional in y, these equations have the form

N(x;xa;xb, xc, xd;α,β)

D(x;xa;xb, xc, xd;α,β)
= 1, (2.35)

where N(x;xa;xb, xc, xd;α,β) and D(x;xa;xb, xc, xd;α,β) are multilinear polynomials of the

four variables xa, xb, xc, xd. Rewriting the equation (2.35) as

N(x;xa;xb, xc, xd;α,β)−D(x;xa;xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 0, (2.36)

the desired multilinear face-centered quad equation is then obtained if a factorisation of (2.36)

can be found of the form

f(x;α,β)A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 0, (2.37)

where f is some function independent of xa, xb, xc, xd, and A is a polynomial of the form (2.22).

The star-star relations (2.24) and (2.25) are known to imply a Yang-Baxter equation for

interaction-round-a-face (IRF) models [19,21], and this connection was used [22] with the Boltz-

mann weights for the star-triangle relations corresponding to ABS equations [12] to derive the

type-A and type-C face-centered quad equations that are listed in Table 3, and given explicitly

in Appendix A. The type-A equations and type-C equations may be derived from the quasi-

classical expansion of star-star relations of the form (2.24) and (2.25), respectively. The third

type of equations known as type-B would come from star-star relations involving only Vθ(σi, σj)

and V θ(σi, σj), but no such relations are known to the author, and for this reason type-B equa-

tions do not appear in this paper. Unlike the quad equations listed in Table 3, there currently

does not exist a classification of face-centered quad equations of the form (2.21).

Type-A equations Type-C equations

Elliptic A4 -

Hyperbolic A3(1), A3(0) C3(1/2; 1/2; 0), C3(1/2; 0; 1/2), C3(1; 0; 0), C3(0; 0; 0)
Rational A2(1; 1), A2(1; 0) C2(1; 1; 0), C2(1; 0; 1), C2(1; 0; 0), C1(1)
Algebraic A2(0; 0) C2(0; 0; 0), C1(0)

Table 3: Type-A and type-C face-centered quad equations grouped according to whether they come
from a quasi-classical expansion involving elliptic, hyperbolic, rational, or algebraic equations [22]. The
equations are given in Appendix A.

The analogues of the square symmetries (2.14) for face-centered quad equations are

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = −A(x;xb, xa, xd, xc;α, β̂),

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = −A(x;xc, xd, xa, xb; α̂, β),

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = −A(x;xd, xb, xc, xa;β, α).

(2.38)
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Type-A equations listed in Table 3 satisfy each of these symmetries, while type-C equations only

satisfy the first of these symmetries.

It was found [23] that in the square lattice not all type-C equations from Table 3 have

vanishing algebraic entropy on their own, but can have vanishing algebraic entropy in specific

arrangements of the following pairs (some equations are simply paired with themselves)
(

C3(1/2; 1/2; 0), C3(1/2; 0; 1/2)
)

,
(

C3(1; 0; 0), C3(1; 0; 0)
)

,
(

C3(0; 0; 0), C3(0; 0; 0)
)

,
(

C2(1; 1; 0), C2(1; 0; 1)
)

,
(

C2(1; 0; 0), C2(1; 0; 0)
)

,
(

C2(0; 0; 0), C1(1)
)

,
(

C1(0), C1(0)
)

.
(2.39)

These pairs will be needed for constructing consistent systems of equations involving type-C

equations.

2.2.1 Consistency-around-a-hexagon

Let X denote the six-tuple of variables

X = (xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ), (2.40)

and let Xi (i ∈ Z/6Z) denote the ith (mod 6) element of X. These may be considered as variables

assigned to six consecutive vertices of a hexagon, as shown in Figure 4.

xa

xb xc

xd

xexf

Figure 4: Variables assigned to vertices of a hexagon.

The elements of X may be split up into two disjoint sets Si and Si that respectively contain

consecutive elements of X

Si = {Xi,Xi+1,Xi+2,Xi+3}, Si = {Xi−2,Xi−1}, i ∈ Z/6Z. (2.41)

An overdetermined system of face-centered quad equations can be used to consistently determine

any two variables on consecutive vertices of the hexagon (from Si) in terms of the other four

(from Si) as follows.

Theorem 2 (Consistency-around-a-hexagon). Let A be a polynomial for one of the type-A

face-centered quad equations listed in Table 3. For any i ∈ Z/6Z, the two equations from

(A.a) A(xa;xf , xe, xb, xc; (β2, α2), (β1, α1)) = 0,

(A.b) A(xb;xc, xd, xa, xf ; (β2, α1), (β1, α2)) = 0,

(A.c) A(xc;xb, xd, xa, xe; (β2, β1), (α1, α2)) = 0,

(A.d) A(xd;xc, xb, xe, xf ; (β2, α2), (β1, α1)) = 0,

(A.e) A(xe;xf , xa, xd, xc; (β2, α1), (β1, α2)) = 0,

(A.f) A(xf ;xe, xa, xd, xb; (β2, β1), (α1, α2)) = 0,

(2.42)
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which are respectively independent of Xi−1 and Xi−2 may be used to solve uniquely for the

two variables Xi−2,Xi−1 ∈ Si in terms of the four variables from Si, and the remaining four

equations from (2.42) are also satisfied on these solutions.

In a similar way, let one of (C,C) or (C,C) denote one of the pairs of type-C face-centered

quad equations given in (2.39). For any i ∈ Z/6Z, the two equations from

(C.a) C(xa;xf , xe, xb, xc; (β2, α2), (β1, α1)) = 0,

(C.b) C(xb;xc, xd, xa, xf ; (β2, α1), (β1, α2)) = 0,

(C.c) C(xc;xb, xd, xa, xe; (β2, β1), (α1, α2)) = 0,

(C.d) C(xd;xc, xb, xe, xf ; (β2, α2), (β1, α1)) = 0,

(C.e) C(xe;xf , xa, xd, xc; (β2, α1), (β1, α2)) = 0,

(C.f) C(xf ;xe, xa, xd, xb; (β2, β1), (α1, α2)) = 0,

(2.43)

which are respectively independent of Xi−1 and Xi−2 may be used to solve uniquely for the

two variables Xi−2,Xi−1 ∈ Si in terms of the four variables from Si, and the remaining four

equations from (2.43) are also satisfied on these solutions.

Theorem 2 can be verified directly. The initial conditions for Theorem 2 are on four consec-

utive vertices of the hexagon, but this could be relaxed to initial conditions on three consecutive

vertices plus any one of the other three vertices of the hexagon. The result of Theorem 2 will be

important for considering systems of equations in the hexagonal lattice in Section 3 as it allows

for well-defined evolutions of the equations in six different lattice directions.

Theorem 2 is in a sense an analogue for face-centered quad equations of Theorem 1 for the

three-leg equations associated to ABS quad equations. However, Theorem 1 is only relevant

for systems of three-leg equations, because the corresponding property for quad equations is

trivial (that four copies of the same quad equation on a square are consistent with themselves).

In contrast, Theorem 2 is a non-trivial property for consistency of overdetermined systems of

face-centered quad equations, where each equation involves different combinations of five out of

six variables on the hexagon.

Just as the equations of Theorem 1 may be understood from the quasi-classical limit of the

star-triangle relations, the construction of the consistent systems of equations (2.42) and (2.43)

is based on equations obtained from the quasi-classical limit of the star-star relations (2.24) and

(2.25). The idea is as follows. Equating both sides at leading order of a quasi-classical expansion

of (2.25) implies a classical star-star relation formula that takes the form

Lu′

2
−v′

1
(x1, x0) + Λu′

2
−v′

2
(x0, x2) + Lu′

1
−v′

1
(x3, x0) + Λu′

1
−v′

2
(x0, x4)

+Λv′
1
−v′

2
(x1, x2) + Lu′

1
−u′

2
(x1, x3)

= Lu′

2
−v′

1
(x′0, x4) + Λu′

2
−v′

2
(x3, x

′
0) + Lu′

1
−v′

1
(x0, x

′
2) + Λu′

1
−v′

2
(x1, x

′
0)

+Λv′
1
−v′

2
(x3, x4) + Lu′

1
−u′

2
(x2, x4).

(2.44)

The left hand side is the same that appears inside the exponential for the second integral of

(2.27), and the right hand side comes from a quasi-classical expansion of the right hand side

of (2.25). The equation (2.44) is required to hold (up to irrelevant factors) on solutions of the

saddle points of the integrals in (2.25), i.e., when the variables of (2.44) are constrained such

that the partial derivative of the left hand side with respect to x0, and the partial derivative
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of the right hand side with respect to x′0, are both equal to zero. Assuming (2.44) holds,

there are also four other partial derivatives that can be taken with respect to the four variables

x1, x2, x3, x4. Then following a similar procedure that was outlined to derive the face-centered

quad equation (2.37) from the saddle-point equations (2.29), the six different partial derivatives

of the classical star-star relation (2.44) would lead to the combination of six equations given in

(2.43). The details of these computations depend on the functions used for (2.44) and should

be considered case-by-case. For the purposes here, it is sufficient to simply verify directly if

systems of face-centered quad equations (2.42) and (2.43) are consistent.

2.3 Connections between quad equations and face-centered quad equations

The ABS quad equations of Table 2 and the face-centered quad equations of Table 3 are closely

related. Starting either from an ABS quad equation from Table 2 or a face-centered quad

equation from Table 3, one may derive a respective equation from the other table. Going from

ABS quad equations to face-centered quad equations may be done through their associated

three-leg and four-leg equations, while going from face-centered quad equations to ABS quad

equations may be done through the multilinear polynomial forms of the equations themselves.

For the latter, the type-Q ABS equations may be identified as special cases of the quad

equation P1 in (2.23) for type-A face-centered quad equations (except for the elliptic case), and

the type-H ABS equations may be identified as special cases of the quad equations P1 for type-C

face-centered quad equations.

Note that if n = 2 in (2.23), then P1 may be defined from the limit

xP1(xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)

− lim
x→0

(

x2A(x−1;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) +A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β)
)

,
(2.45)

since this isolates the term linear in x. If A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α,β) = 0 is a type-A (resp. type-C)

face-centered quad equation from Table 3, then

P1

(

xa,−xd, xc, xb; (0, β), (α, β)
)

= 0, (2.46)

is equivalent to some type-Q (resp. type-H) ABS quad equation from Table 2. This connection

was previously observed in the original derivation of face-centered quad equations in the context

of consistency-around-a-face-centered-cube [22]. A list of face-centered quad equations and the

corresponding ABS quad equation that can be found as the equation (2.46) is given in Table 4.

The above procedure does not work with the expression given in Appendix A for the elliptic

face-centered quad equation A4, which unfortunately is more complicated and has n = 10 in

the form (2.23). Instead, for A4 the following limit

lim
γ→β

P9

(

xa,−xd, xc, xb; (0, γ), (α, β)
)

+ 4
(

℘(α− β) + ℘(β)
)

P10

(

xa,−xd, xc, xb; (0, γ), (α, β)
)

℘(β − γ)2

(2.47)

can be used to explicitly obtain the ABS quad equation Q4. The limit (2.47) is finite and isolates

the coefficient of the term ℘(β − γ)2 that appears in P9 and P10 for A4. It is expected that

Q4 appears explicitly through more simpler limits, which could perhaps be found using some

Möbius transformations of the variables that gives a simpler form of the equation.
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Type-A Eq. (2.46)

A3(1) Q3(1)
A3(0) Q3(0)
A2(1; 1) Q2

A2(1; 0) Q1(1)
A2(0; 0) Q1(0)

Type-C Eq. (2.46)

C3(1/2; 1/2; 0) H3(1; 1) (xa ↔ xc, xb ↔ xd)

C3(1/2; 0; 1/2) H3(1; 1)
C3(1; 0; 0) H3(1; 0)
C3(0; 0; 0) H3(0; 0)
C2(1; 1; 0) H2(1) (xa ↔ xc, xb ↔ xd)

C2(1; 0; 1) H2(1)
C2(1; 0; 0) H2(0)
C1(1) H1(1) (xa ↔ xc, xb ↔ xd)

C2(0; 0; 0) H1(1)
C1(0) H1(0)

Table 4: ABS equations from Table 2 that arise as the equation (2.46) for a face-centered quad equation
from Table 3. The expressions of the equations are given in Appendix A.

As mentioned above, going from ABS quad equations to face-centered quad equations may

be done through their associated three-leg and four-leg equations. This can be done because

the three-leg and four-leg equations share the same functions, which can be clearly seen from

the lists of these functions given in Tables 6 and 7 in Appendix A. First, consider the following

four type-Q equations

Q(xa, xab, xac, x;β1, α2) = 0, Q(xab, xb, x, xbd;β2, α2) = 0,

Q(xac, x, xc, xcd;β1, α1) = 0, Q(x, xbd, xcd, xd;β2, α1) = 0,
(2.48)

which are arranged around a common vertex x as drawn in Figure 5. Multiplying together the

three-leg equation (Q.d) for the first equation and (Q.a) for the fourth equation, and dividing by

both (Q.c) for the second equation and (Q.b) for the third equation, precisely results in a type-A

four-leg equation of the form (2.31). The above is a known procedure to arrive at discrete-Toda

(also known as discrete-Laplace) equations from the additive three-leg equations for either type-

Q or type-H ABS equations [16,47–49], where the functions associated to a common edge of two

neighbouring three-leg equations cancel.

β1 β2

α2

α1

β1 β2

α2

α1

xc

xa xb

xd

x

Figure 5: The four quad equations (2.48). The three-leg equations (2.15) for these type-Q quad equations
may be used to derive a four-leg equation (2.31) associated to a type-A face-centered quad equation.

A similar procedure can be used to arrive at a four-leg equation for a type-C face-centered

quad equation by using the three-leg equations associated to type-H quad equations. However,
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this requires the introduction of a type-H quad equation with a different choice of parameters,

that is known in the literature as the trapezoidal version of a type-H equation [44]. For conve-

nience, a different notation will be introduced for the latter. The regular type-H quad equation

will be denoted as usual by H(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0, and the trapezoidal type-H version will

be denoted separately as

∗

H(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = H(xa, xd, xc, xb;β − α, β), (2.49)

These different instances of the type-H equation will also be distinguished graphically as shown

in Figure 6. These diagrams are based on the three-leg equations (2.16), where each of the four

functions a(xi, xj ;α), a
∗(xi;xj ;α), c(xi, xj ;α), and c∗(xi;xj ;α), are assigned to different edges

that connect the vertices of two variables.

β

α

β

α

H(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0

xc

xa xb

xd

β

α

β

α
∗

H(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0

xc

xa xb

xd

Figure 6: A type-H quad equation on the left, and an instance of this type-H equation with different
parameters (trapezoidal version) on the right.

When making arrangements of type-H equations, the orientation of the equations should be

chosen so that edges of neighbouring equations match according to the diagrams of Figure 6.

This corresponds to matching the individual functions a(xi, xj ;α), a
∗(xi;xj ;α), c(xi, xj;α), and

c∗(xi;xj ;α), which come from neighbouring equations. Taking this into account, consider the

following four type-H quad equations

H(xac, xa, x, xab;α2, β1) = 0, H(xab, xb, x, xbd;β2, α2) = 0,
∗

H(xc, xac, xcd, x;α1, β1) = 0,
∗

H(xbd, xd, x, xcd;α1, β2) = 0,
(2.50)

which are arranged around a common vertex x as drawn in the diagram on the left of Figure 7.

Dividing the three-leg equation (H.b) for the third equation, by the three-leg equations (H.c)

for the other three equations, gives precisely the type-C four-leg equation of the form (2.32).

It appears that discrete-Toda equations for this arrangement of type-H equations have not yet

been considered in the literature, but this resembles irregular arrangements of quad equations

that were previously studied in connection with weak Lax pairs and algebraic entropy [50].

The arrangement of equations in (2.50) is not the only one that will lead to four-leg equations

for type-C equations. For example, the three-leg equations for the following type-Q and type-H

equations (shown on the diagram on the right of of Figure 7)

Q(xa, xab, xac, x;β1, α2) = 0, Q(xab, xb, x, xbd;β2, α2) = 0,
∗

H(xcd, xc, x, xac;β1, α2) = 0,
∗

H(xd, xcd, xbd, x;β2, α1) = 0,
(2.51)

will also lead to the type-C four-leg equation (2.32), but with opposite signs of the parameters.
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β1 β2

α2

α1

β1 β2

α2

α1

xc

xa xb

xd

x

β1 β2

α2

α1

β1 β2

α2

α1

xc

xa xb

xd

x

Figure 7: The four quad equations for (2.50) on the left, and (2.51) on the right. The three-leg equations
(2.15) and (2.16) for these type-Q and type-H quad equations may be used to derive a four-leg equation
(2.32) associated to a type-C face-centered quad equation.

3 Systems of hex equations in the hexagonal lattice

The consistent systems of face-centered quad equations given by (2.42) and (2.43) will be used

to define new types of discrete systems of equations that evolve in the hexagonal lattice. For

this purpose it turns out that instead of the two-component parameters α = (α1, α2) and

β = (β1, β2), it is more convenient to consider equations in terms of three scalar parameters

α, β, γ. The relation between the two sets of parameters will be chosen as

α = β1 − α1, β = β1 − α2, γ = β1 − β2. (3.1)

The parameters α, β, γ will end up being assigned to edges in the hexagonal lattice, where

opposite edges of each hexagonal unit cell are always assigned the same parameter.

Each of the face-centered quad equations of Table 3 may be written in terms of the parameters

α, β, γ, and such expressions can be found in Appendix A. The face-centered quad equation of

Figure 3 is drawn in terms of the three parameters α, β, γ, in the diagram on the left of Figure

8. Also shown in Figure 8 are graphical representations of a pair of type-C equations C and C,

distinguished by the orientations of directed edges.

β β − γ

α α− γ

xc

xa xb

xd

x

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) = 0

β β − γ

α α− γ

xc

xa xb

xd

x

C(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) = 0

β β − γ

α α− γ

xc

xa xb

xd

x

C(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) = 0

Figure 8: Face-centered quad equations in terms of the parameters (3.1).

Based on (2.42), A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 is defined to be the following system of
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type-A face-centered quad equations

(A.a) A(xa;xf , xe, xb, xc; γ, β, α) = 0,

(A.b) A(xb;xc, xd, xa, xf ; γ, α, β) = 0,

(A.c) A(xc;xd, xe, xb, xa;α, β, γ) = 0,

(A.d) A(xd;xc, xb, xe, xf ; γ, β, α) = 0,

(A.e) A(xe;xf , xa, xd, xc; γ, α, β) = 0,

(A.f) A(xf ;xa, xb, xe, xd;α, β, γ) = 0,

(3.2)

which each depend on different combinations of five of the six variables xa, . . . , xf , and on the

three parameters α, β, γ. The system of equations A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 is assigned

to the hexagon shown in the diagram on the left of Figure 9. The edges of this diagram are

consistent with the edges from Figure 8 associated to the individual equations in (3.2). To

recognise that here the equations are associated to a hexagonal unit cell rather than a face-

centered cubic structure, A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 will be referred to as a system of

type-A hex equations.

γ

α

β

γ

α

β

xa

xb xc

xd

xexf

A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0

γ

α

β

γ

α

β

xa

xb xc

xd

xexf

C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0

Figure 9: The hexagon on the left is associated to the system of type-A hex equations (3.2), and the
hexagon on the right is associated to the system of type-C hex equations (3.3).

Based on (2.43), C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 is defined to be the following system of

type-C face-centered quad equations

(C.a) C(xa;xf , xe, xb, xc; γ, β, α) = 0,

(C.b) C(xb;xc, xd, xa, xf ; γ, α, β) = 0,

(C.c) C(xc;xb, xd, xa, xe; γ − α,−α, β − α) = 0,

(C.d) C(xd;xc, xb, xe, xf ; γ, β, α) = 0,

(C.e) C(xe;xf , xa, xd, xc; γ, α, β) = 0,

(C.f) C(xf ;xe, xa, xd, xb; γ − α,−α, β − α) = 0,

(3.3)

which each depend on different combinations of five of the six variables xa, . . . , xf , and on the

three parameters α, β, γ. The system of equations C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 is assigned

to the hexagon shown in the diagram on the right of Figure 9. The edges of this diagram are

consistent with the edges from Figure 8 associated to the individual equations in (3.3). Since
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here the equations are defined on a hexagonal unit cell, C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 will

be referred to as a system of type-C hex equations.

In terms of the parameters α, β, γ, the square symmetries (2.38) unfortunately take a more

cumbersome form

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) = −A(x;xb, xa, xd, xc;α − γ, β − γ,−γ),

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) = −A(x;xc, xd, xa, xb;β, α, γ),

A(x;xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) = −A(x;xd, xb, xc, xa;−α,α − γ, β − α).

(3.4)

However, the hexagonal symmetries satisfied by systems of hex equations can be better expressed

in terms of α, β, γ. Unfortunately, there appears to be no symmetry that can be used to write

the equations (C.c) and (C.f) with simpler forms of the parameter dependence as has been given

for the type-A hex equations (A.c) and (A.f) in (3.2).

The system of type-A hex equations A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 satisfies each of the

following hexagonal symmetries

A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = A(xe, xd, xc, xb, xa, xf ;β, α, γ),

A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = A(xb, xa, xf , xe, xd, xc;β, α, γ),

A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = A(xb, xc, xd, xe, xf , xa;β, γ, α).

(3.5)

The symmetries (3.5) are shown in the diagrams of Figure 10. The equalities (3.5) follow from

the use of the second symmetry of (3.4). The first of (3.5) is a reflection symmetry which

simply has the effect of exchanging the equations (A.a) ↔ (A.e) and (A.b) ↔ (A.d). The

second of (3.5) is another reflection symmetry which simply has the effect of exchanging the

equations (A.a) ↔ (A.b), (A.c) ↔ (A.f), (A.d) ↔ (A.e). The third of (3.5) is a symme-

try of counterclockwise rotation by π/3 which simply has the effect of cycling the equations
(

(A.a), (A.b), (A.c), (A.d), (A.e), (A.f)
)

→
(

(A.b), (A.c), (A.d), (A.e), (A.f), (A.a)
)

.
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α
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Figure 10: Line of reflection for the first of (3.5) is shown on the left, and for the second of (3.5) in
the center. The third of (3.5) represents a counterclockwise rotation by π/3 as shown on the right. The
system of type-A hex equations is invariant under each of these actions, while the system of type-C hex
equations is only invariant under the first reflection.

As might be expected, the system of type-C hex equations C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0

has less symmetry, and is only invariant under the the first reflection symmetry of (3.5), i.e.,

C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = C(xe, xd, xc, xb, xa, xf ;β, α, γ). (3.6)
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The second reflection symmetry of (3.5) has the effect of exchanging the equations (C.a) ↔ (C.b),

(C.c) ↔ (C.f), (C.d) ↔ (C.e), so that equations C become equations C, and vice-versa (so the

system is invariant when C = C). Both of the latter symmetries follow from the use of the

first symmetry of (3.4) (the only one satisfied by type-C equations). The third symmetry in

(3.5) is also not satisfied by C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0, but the following rotation of the

hexagon by π

xa ↔ xd, xb ↔ xe, xc ↔ xf , (3.7)

has the effect of exchanging the equations (C.a) ↔ (C.d), (C.b) ↔ (C.e), (C.c) ↔ (C.f), so that

once again the equations C become equations C, and vice-versa.

Under appropriate initial conditions, if the systems of hex equations (3.2) and (3.3) are

consistent (in the sense of Theorem 2) one may define unique evolutions of systems of hex

equations in the hexagonal lattice. This relies on the fact that once the four variables associated

to four consecutive vertices of a hexagonal face have been determined, a system of hex equations

may be consistently solved for the variables on the remaining two vertices.

For example, if the four initial variables on an individual hexagon are chosen as xa, xb, xe, xf ,

the remaining variables xc and xd may be uniquely determined from two of the six type-A hex

equations from (3.2), or from two of the six type-C hex equations from (3.3). There are a total

of eight ways to solve for these variables as is illustrated in the diagram of Figure 11 for a system

of type-A hex equations. For consistent systems, the choice of which of the four equations is

used to solve for xc or xd in the second step does not matter.
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(A.b), (A.a), (A.e), (A.d)
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Figure 11: Initial value problem on a hexagon. Initial variables are indicated by black vertices. For the
first step either (A.a) may be used to solve for xc, or (A.f) may be used to solve for xd. For either choice,
there will then be four equations that can be used to determine the remaining variable.

The three different parameters α, β, γ, on the hexagonal faces of Figure 9, may be associ-

ated with three different directions in the hexagonal lattice, such that opposite edges of each

hexagonal face are always associated with the same parameter. The example in Figure 11 would

correspond to an evolution in the hexagonal lattice in the direction associated to the parameter

β. The evolutions of systems of hex equations in other directions of the hexagonal lattice would

involve different choices of four initial variables and different choices of the hex equations that

would be used to solve for the two unknown variables.
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Initial conditions based on the diagram of Figure 11 are given on the hexagonal lattices shown

in Figure 12. These may be regarded as analogues of the staircase (or sawtooth) and corner

initial conditions, respectively, which are two commonly used types of initial conditions for the

square lattice. In both cases, the consistent systems of hex equations can be used to uniquely

determine the unknown variables on white vertices. Initial conditions for other directions in the

hexagonal lattice may be obtained simply by rotations by π/3.

Figure 12: Variables on black vertices for “staircase” initial conditions (left) and “corner” initial conditions
(right). In both cases, the variables at white vertices may be uniquely determined if the systems of hex
equations are consistent.

There are obviously many other examples of initial conditions that might be obtained simply

by taking different paths (“staircases”) in the hexagonal lattice, beyond the simple examples

shown in Figures 12. One could also consider disconnected initial conditions, as shown in the

examples of Figure 13. In contrast with Figure 12, both of the examples of Figure 13 have initial

conditions that are on broken paths in the hexagonal lattice. Nonetheless, these two examples

of initial conditions may also be used to define unique evolutions of consistent systems of hex

equations in the hexagonal lattice.

4 Consistent systems of hex and quad equations on polytopes

The properties of CAC and CAFCC allow to respectively embed systems of quad equations or

face-centered quad equations consistently into higher-dimensional Zn-type lattices. Analogues

of the properties of CAC and CAFCC will be formulated here for hex equations in terms of their

consistency on n-dimensional polytopes (or n-polytopes), for n ≥ 3, which have faces that are

hexagons and quadrilaterals. The consistent systems of hex equations will be assigned to hexag-

onal faces of such a polytope, and regular quad equations will be assigned to quadrilateral faces.

There are obviously a wide range of polytopes that could be used for defining consistent systems

of equations. Some explicit examples will be considered for consistent systems of equations on

polytopes in 3 and 4 dimensions.

To define consistent systems of hex and quad equations on polytopes the graphical represen-

tations of the equations will be utilised. These are given in Figure 9 for the systems of type-A

and type-C hex equations (3.2) and (3.3), and in Figure 6 for type-H ABS quad equations. In
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Figure 13: Left: Initial conditions (black vertices) for evolutions starting from the leftmost column and
going to the right, column-by-column. Right: Initial conditions for evolutions starting from the lowest
row and going up, row-by-row. In both cases, the white vertices may be uniquely determined if the
systems of hex equations are consistent. In contrast with Figure 12 these are examples of disconnected
initial conditions.

addition to these, a pair of type-Q quad equations will be denoted as Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0

and Q∗(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0 and these two equations will be associated to the respective

diagrams shown in Figure 14.
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Q(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0

xc

xa xb

xd

β

α

β

α

Q∗(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β) = 0

xc

xa xb

xd

Figure 14: Two type-Q ABS quad equations.

To begin with, for some polytope that contains only quadrilateral and hexagonal faces,

variables are assigned to each of its vertices and parameters are assigned to each of its edges,

such that opposite edges of every quadrilateral and hexagonal face in the polytope are associated

to the same parameter. The simplest case to consider is when the same systems of type-A hex

equations A = 0 are assigned to each hexagonal face, and the same type-Q ABS quad equations

Q = 0 are assigned to each quadrilateral face. Because these equations satisfy the hexagonal

symmetries (3.5) and square symmetries (2.14) respectively, their orientation on faces of the

polytope does not matter. The pairs of quad and face-centered quad equations listed on the left

of Table 4, as well as the elliptic pair Q4 and A4, may respectively be used to collectively form

consistent systems of equations on polytopes.

An example is shown for the hexagonal prism of Figure 15. This polyhedron has the four

parameters α, β, γ, ρ assigned to its edges, and twelve variables assigned to its vertices. A type-A

system of hex equations A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 is assigned to the bottom hexagon, a
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type-A system of hex equations A(ya, yb, yc, yd, ye, yf ;α, β, γ) = 0 is assigned to the top hexagon,

and there are six type-Q ABS quad equations Q = 0 assigned to the six quadrilaterals. An initial

value problem may be posed by choosing four out of the six variables xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf that

are on consecutive vertices, plus one of the six variables ya, yb, yc, yd, ye, yf , as initial values. One

may check directly that systems of type-A hex equations and type-Q ABS equations (formed

from the pairs listed in Table 4) will give consistent solutions for the unknown variables.

γ
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β

ρ

xa

xb xc

xd

xexf

ya

yb yc

yd

yeyf

Figure 15: Variables and parameters on the hexagonal prism. Opposite edges of each face are assigned
the same parameter. On faces of this hexagonal prism there are two systems of type-A hex equations
and six type-Q quad equations.

More complicated (and arguably more interesting) combinations of equations arise when

considering systems of type-C hex equations C = 0, because orientations of both hex and type-

H quad equations must be taken into account. The assignment of variables and parameters to

a polytope is the same as described above, but to have consistent systems of equations requires

assigning to quadrilaterals some particular combinations of two type-Q quad equations Q = 0

and Q∗ = 0 represented by the diagrams of Figure 14, and a type-H quad equation H = 0 and

its trapezoidal version
∗

H = 0 represented by the diagrams of Figure 6. The combination of

equations is chosen so that two neighbouring faces of the polytope share the same type of edge

according to the diagrams of Figures 6, 9, and 14. For a given system of type-C hex equations,

there can be more than one way to arrange the quad equations to form a consistent system on

a polytope. The combinations of type-C hex equations and quad equations that may be used

to collectively form consistent systems on polytopes are listed in Table 5.

Following the above guidelines, the combinations of equations listed in Table 5 will be used

to form consistent systems of equations on three examples of polyhedra given by the hexagonal

prism, the elongated dodecahedron, and the truncated octahedron. Each of these polyhedra

are space-filling and tessellate three-dimensional space by translations, where they respectively

form honeycombs known as the hexagonal prismatic honeycomb, the elongated dodecahedral

honeycomb, and the bitruncated cubic honeycomb. The consistency of systems of equations

on these polyhedra implies that the equations may be consistently embedded into these three-

dimensional honeycombs. In particular, the hexagonal prismatic honeycomb may be regarded

as being composed of infinite stackings of hexagonal prisms on each of the faces of the hexagonal

lattice, and this provides a natural extension of the systems of hex equations into a third dimen-

sion orthogonal to the hexagonal lattice. This may be regarded as the analogue of extending
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C Quad equations

C C H Q Q∗

C3(1/2; 1/2; 0) C3(1/2; 0; 1/2) H3(1; 1) Q3(1) Q3(0)

C3(1/2; 0; 1/2) C3(1/2; 1/2; 0) H3(1; 1) (xa ↔ xb, xc ↔ xd) Q3(0) Q3(1)

C3(1; 0; 0) same as C H3(1; 0) Q3(0) same as Q

C3(0; 0; 0) same as C H3(0; 0) Q3(0) same as Q

C2(1; 1; 0) C2(1; 0; 1) H2(1) Q2 Q1(1)

C2(1; 0; 1) C2(1; 1; 0) H2(1) (xa ↔ xb, xc ↔ xd) Q1(1) Q2

C2(1; 0; 0) same as C H2(0) Q1(1) same as Q

C1(1) C2(0; 0; 0) H1(1) Q1(1) Q1(0)

C2(0; 0; 0) C1(1) H1(1) (xa ↔ xb, xc ↔ xd) Q1(0) Q1(1)

C1(0) same as C H1(0) Q1(0) same as Q

Table 5: Combinations of type-C hex equations and quad equations that can form consistent systems of
equations on polytopes with quadrilateral and hexagonal faces. “Same as C” indicates that C = C, and
“same as Q” indicates that Q∗ = Q.

systems of regular quad equations in the square lattice Z
2 into the cubic lattice Z

3 using the

consistency of the equations on the cube.

As a four-dimensional example, consistent combinations of type-A hex equations and type-Q

quad equations will be considered for a 4-polytope known as the 6-6-duoprism. The 6-6-duoprism

was chosen since it is one of the simpler examples of a 4-polytope that contains only quadrilat-

eral and hexagonal faces, and it also arises as one of the facets of the omnitruncated 5-simplex,

which also has only quadrilateral and hexagonal faces. The omnitruncated 5-simplex is the

permutahedron P5, where in general a permutahedron Pn−1 ⊆ R
n may be defined as the convex

hull of all vectors that are obtained by permuting the coordinates of the vector (1, . . . , n) [51,52].

Thus, Pn−1 has n! vertices, and the hexagon and truncated octahedron are P2 and P3 respec-

tively. Pn−1 lies entirely in an (n − 1)-dimensional hyperplane and tessellates this hyperplane

through translations. Thus, consistency on permutahedra (and on facets of permutahedra, such

as the 6-6-duoprism) potentially would lead to interesting systems of consistent equations that

are embedded in higher-dimensional space.

4.1 Consistency-around-a-hexagonal-prism (CAHP)

The hexagonal prism is a polyhedron that has two hexagonal faces and six quadrilateral faces, as

shown in the diagram of Figure 16. The hexagonal prism is assigned an overdetermined system

of eighteen equations (two systems of hex equations and six quad equations) for seven unknown

variables. If the overdetermined system of equations on the hexagonal prism has a consistent

solution, then the system of equations will be said to satisfy consistency-around-a-hexagonal

prism (CAHP).

The initial variables are chosen as

xa, xb, xe, xf , ya, (4.1)

as indicated by black vertices in Figure 16. For these initial conditions, the property of CAHP
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Figure 16: CAHP. Initial variables are at black vertices and there are four different parameters α, β, γ, ρ
that are assigned to edges, where opposite edges of a face have the same parameter.

for the hexagonal prism of Figure 16 can be checked with the following steps.

(i) The system of hex equations

C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 (4.2)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables xc and xd, and the quad equations

∗

H(xa, ya, xb, yb; ρ, γ) = 0,

Q∗(ya, yf , xa, xf ;β, ρ) = 0,
(4.3)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables yb and yf , respectively.

(ii) The quad equations

Q(yb, yc, xb, xc;α, ρ) = 0,

Q∗(yf , ye, xf , xe;α, ρ) = 0,
(4.4)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables yc and ye, respectively.

(iii) The system of hex equations

C(ya, yb, yc, yd, ye, yf ;α, β, γ) = 0 (4.5)

and the quad equations

Q(yc, yd, xc, xd;β, ρ) = 0,
∗

H(xe, ye, xd, yd; ρ, γ) = 0,
(4.6)

must agree for the final variable yd.
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Figure 17: CAHP for equations that are different from Figure 16.

Each of the combinations of equations listed in Table 5 satisfy the above notion of CAHP.

Figure 17 shows a different arrangement of equations for the hexagonal prism, where each

of the quad equations are different, and the upper system of hex equations is rotated by π (this

rotation only changes the system of type-C hex equations (3.3) if C and C are different).

The five initial variables are again chosen to be

xa, xb, xe, xf , ya. (4.7)

as indicated by black vertices in Figure 17. For these initial conditions, the property of CAHP

for the hexagonal prism of Figure 17 can be checked with the following steps.

(i) The system of hex equations

C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 (4.8)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables xc and xd, and the quad equations

H(yb, ya, xb, xa; γ, ρ) = 0,
∗

H(xf , xa, yf , ya;β, ρ) = 0,
(4.9)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables yb and yf , respectively.

(ii) The quad equations

∗

H(yb, yc, xb, xc;α, ρ) = 0,
∗

H(xe, xf , ye, yf ;α, ρ) = 0,
(4.10)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables yc and ye, respectively.

(iii) The system of hex equations

C(yd, ye, yf , ya, yb, yc;α, β, γ) = 0 (4.11)
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and the quad equations

∗

H(yc, yd, xc, xd;β, ρ) = 0,

H(yd, ye, xd, xe; γ, ρ) = 0,
(4.12)

must agree for the final variable yd.

Each of the combinations of equations given in Table 5 satisfy the above notion of CAHP.

4.2 Consistency-around-an-elongated-dodecahedron (CAED)

The elongated dodecahedron is a polyhedron that has four hexagonal faces and eight quadrilat-

eral faces, as shown in the diagram of Figure 18. The elongated dodecahedron is assigned an

overdetermined system of thirty-two equations (four systems of hex equations and eight quad

equations) for twelve unknown variables. If the overdetermined system of equations on the

elongated dodecahedron has a consistent solution, then the system of equations will be said to

satisfy consistency-around-an-elongated-dodecahedron (CAED).
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Figure 18: CAED. Initial variables are at black vertices and there are five different parameters α, β, γ, ρ, ρ
that are assigned to edges, where opposite edges of a face have the same parameter.

The six initial variables are chosen as

xa, xb, xc, xf , za, zb. (4.13)

as indicated by black vertices in Figure 18. For these initial conditions, the property of CAED

for the elongated dodecahedron of Figure 18 can be checked with the following steps.

(i) The system of hex equations

C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 (4.14)
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is used to uniquely solve for the two variables xd and xe, the system of hex equations

C(ya, yb, zb, xb, xa, za; ρ, ρ, γ) = 0 (4.15)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables ya and yb, and the two quad equations

Q(zb, zc, xb, xc;α, ρ) = 0,

Q∗(za, zf , xa, xf ;β, ρ) = 0,
(4.16)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables zc and zf , respectively.

(ii) The quad equations

Q(zc, zd, xc, xd;β, ρ) = 0,

Q∗(zf , ze, xf , xe;α, ρ) = 0,
(4.17)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables zd and ze, and the quad equations

Q(yb, yc, zb, zc;α, ρ) = 0,

Q∗(ya, yf , za, zf ;β, ρ) = 0,
(4.18)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables yc and yf , respectively.

(iii) The two systems of hex equations

C(ya, yb, yc, yd, ye, yf ;α, β, γ) = 0,

C(ye, yd, zd, xd, xe, ze; ρ, ρ, γ) = 0,
(4.19)

and the two quad equations

Q(yc, yd, zc, zd;β, ρ) = 0,

Q∗(yf , ye, zf , ze;α, ρ) = 0,
(4.20)

must agree for the final two variables yd and ye.

Each of the combinations of equations given in Table 5 satisfy the above notion of CAED.

Figure 19 shows a different arrangement of equations on the elongated dodecahedron, where

the quad equations are different, and the systems of hex equations are rotated.

Because of a different variable labelling, the six initial variables are now

xa, xb, xc, xd, zb, zc. (4.21)

as indicated by black vertices in Figure 19. For these initial conditions, the property of CAED

for the elongated dodecahedron of Figure 19 can be checked with the following steps.

(i) The system of hex equations

C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 (4.22)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables xe and xf , the system of hex equations

C(yc, zc, xc, xb, zb, yb; ρ, α, ρ) = 0 (4.23)
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Figure 19: CAED for equations that are different from Figure 18.

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables yb and yc, and the two quad equations

Q(zc, zd, xc, xd;β, ρ) = 0,

H(zb, za, xb, xa; γ, ρ) = 0,
(4.24)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables zd and za, respectively.

(ii) The quad equations

∗

H(ze, xe, zd, xd; ρ, γ) = 0,
∗

H(xf , xa, zf , za;β, ρ) = 0,
(4.25)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables ze and zf , and the quad equations

∗

H(yc, yd, zc, zd;β, ρ) = 0,
∗

H(zb, yb, za, ya; ρ, γ) = 0,
(4.26)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables yd and ya, respectively.

(iii) The two systems of hex equations

C(yd, ye, yf , ya, yb, yc;α, β, γ) = 0,

C(ye, ze, xe, xf , zf , yf ; ρ, α, ρ) = 0,
(4.27)

and the two quad equations

H(yd, ye, zd, ze; γ, ρ) = 0,

Q(ya, yf , za, zf ;β, ρ) = 0,
(4.28)

must agree for the final two variables ye and yf .
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Each of the combinations of equations given in Table 5 satisfy the above notion of CAED.

4.2.1 Consistency-around-a-truncated-octahedron (CATO)

The truncated octahedron is a polyhedron that has eight hexagonal faces and six quadrilat-

eral faces, as shown in the diagram of Figure 20. The truncated octahedron is assigned an

overdetermined system of fifty-four equations (eight systems of hex equations and six quad

equations) for seventeen unknown variables. If the overdetermined system of equations on the

truncated octahedron has a consistent solution, then the system of equations will be said to

satisfy consistency-around-an-truncated-octahedron (CATO)1.

γ
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ρ

ρ
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xb xc

xd

xexf

ya

yb yc

yd

yeyf

za

zb
zc

zd

ze
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wf

Figure 20: CATO or CAP3. Initial variables are at black vertices and there are six different parameters
α, β, γ, ρ, ρ, ρ̂ that are assigned to edges, where opposite edges of a face have the same parameter.

The seven initial variables are chosen as

xa, xb, xe, xf , za, zd, zf , (4.29)

as indicated by black vertices in Figure 20. For these initial conditions, the property of CATO

for the truncated octahedron of Figure 20 can be checked with the following steps.

(i) The system of hex equations

C(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0 (4.30)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables xc and xd, the system of hex equations

C(xa, za, wa, wf , zf , xf ; ρ, β, ρ) = 0 (4.31)

1In terms of permutahedra, an alternative name is consistency-around-a-P3 (CAP3). Similarly, the notion of

CAH given by Theorem 2 also has the alternative name of CAP2.
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is used to uniquely solve for the two variables wa and wf , and the two quad equations

H(zb, za, xb, xa; γ, ρ) = 0,

Q∗(zf , ze, xf , xe;α, ρ) = 0,
(4.32)

are used to uniquely solve for the two variables zb and ze, respectively.

(ii) The system of hex equations

C(we, wd, zd, xd, xe, ze; ρ, ρ̂, γ) = 0 (4.33)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables wd and we, and the quad equation

Q(zc, zd, xc, xd;β, ρ̂) = 0, (4.34)

is used to uniquely solve for the variable zc.

(iii) The system of hex equations

C(zf , wf , yf , ye, we, ze; ρ̂, α, ρ) = 0 (4.35)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables ye and yf , and the system of hex equations

C(xb, zb, wb, wc, zc, xc; ρ̂, α, ρ) = 0 (4.36)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables wb and wc.

(iv) The system of hex equations

C(zb, za, wa, ya, yb, wb; ρ, ρ̂, γ) = 0 (4.37)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables ya and yb, and the system of hex equations

C(yd, wd, zd, zc, wc, yc; ρ, β, ρ) = 0 (4.38)

is used to uniquely solve for the two variables yc and yd.

(v) The system of hex equations

C(yd, ye, yf , ya, yb, yc;α, β, γ) = 0 (4.39)

and the three quad equations

H(yd, ye, wd, we; γ, ρ) = 0,

Q∗(yb, yc, wb, wc;α, ρ) = 0,

Q(ya, yf , wa, wf ;β, ρ̂) = 0,

(4.40)

must each be automatically satisfied by the variables determined in the previous steps.

Each of the combinations of equations given in Table 5 satisfy the above notion of CATO.
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Figure 21: CA66D. Initial variables are at black vertices and there are six different parameters
α, β, γ, ρ, ρ, ρ̂ that are assigned to edges, where opposite edges of a face have the same parameter.

4.2.2 Consistency-around-a-6-6-duoprism (CA66D)

The 6-6 duoprism (also known as the hexagonal duoprism) is a 4-polytope that has twelve

hexagonal faces and thirty-six quadrilateral faces and twelve hexagonal prism cells. A Schlegel

diagram of the 6-6 duoprism is shown in Figure 21.

The 6-6 duoprism is assigned an overdetermined system of 108 equations (twelve systems

of hex equations and thirty-six quad equations) for twenty-nine unknown variables. If the

overdetermined system of equations on the 6-6 duoprism has a consistent solution, then the

system of equations will be said to satisfy consistency-around-a-6-6-duoprism (CA66D).

For simplicity, CA66D will only be considered in terms of systems of type-A hex equations

in combination with type-Q ABS equations. First, denote by P (x,y;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0 the system

of equations on the hexagonal prism of Figure 15, defined by

(PX.a) A(xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ;α, β, γ) = 0,

(PX.b) A(ya, yb, yc, yd, ye, yf ;α, β, γ) = 0,

(PQ.a) Q(ya, yb, xa, xb; γ, ρ) = 0,

(PQ.b) Q(yb, yc, xb, xc;α, ρ) = 0,

(PQ.c) Q(yc, yd, xc, xd;β, ρ) = 0,

(PQ.d) Q(ye, yd, xe, xd; γ, ρ) = 0,

(PQ.e) Q(yf , ye, xf , xe;α, ρ) = 0,

(PQ.f) Q(ya, yf , xa, xf ;β, ρ) = 0,

(4.41)

where A = 0 denotes a system of type-A hex equations (3.2) and Q = 0 is a type-Q ABS

equation. The equations
(

(PX.a), (PX.b), (PQ.a), . . . , (PQ.f)
)

of P each depend on different

combinations of the four parameters α, β, γ, ρ, and on different subsets of the twelve variables

x = (xa, xb, xc, xd, xe, xf ), y = (ya, yb, yc, yd, ye, yf ). (4.42)
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The twelve hexagonal prism cells of a 6-6-duoprism are respectively assigned the equations

P (x,y;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0, P (Xa,Xf ; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, β) = 0,

P (y,z;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0, P (Xf ,Xe; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, α) = 0,

P (z,w;α, β, γ, ρ̂) = 0, P (Xe,Xd; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, γ) = 0,

P (w,v;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0, P (Xd,Xc; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, β) = 0,

P (v,u;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0, P (Xc,Xb; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, α) = 0,

P (u,x;α, β, γ, ρ̂) = 0, P (Xb,Xa; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, γ) = 0,

(4.43)

where x and y are given in (4.42), and

w = (wa, wb, wc, wd, we, wf ), z = (za, zb, zc, zd, ze, zf ), u = (ua, ub, uc, ud, ue, uf ),

v = (va, vb, vc, vd, ve, vf ), Xi = (yi, xi, ui, vi, wi, zi), i ∈ {a, b, c, d, e, f}.
(4.44)

The system of equations P (w,v;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0 is assigned to the “outer” hexagonal prism that

contains all other hexagonal prisms in the sense of the Schlegel diagram of Figure 21. The twelve

six-tuples of variables x,y,z,w,v,u, and Xi, i ∈ {a, b, c, d, e, f}, are respectively associated to

vertices of one of the twelve hexagonal faces in the 6-6-duoprism.

Consider two systems of equations P (w,x;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0 and P (y,z;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0. If x =

y, the system of hex equations (PX.b) from the former, and the system of hex equations (PX.a)

from the latter, are equivalent and lie on a shared hexagonal face associated to the variables x.

Thus, the systems of equations on the left of (4.43) belong to a “loop” of six hexagonal prism

cells that share hexagonal faces in the 6-6-duoprism, and the systems of equations on the right

belong to the other loop of six hexagonal prism cells in the 6-6-duoprism.

To avoid repeating the steps of the CAHP algorithm, it is assumed that each of the twelve

individual systems of equations (4.43) satisfy CAHP. The seven initial variables are chosen as

xa, xb, xe, xf , ya, za, wa, (4.45)

as indicated by black vertices in Figure 21. For these initial conditions, the property of CA66D

for the 6-6-duoprism of Figure 21 can be checked with the following steps.

(i) The systems of equations

P (x,y;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0, P (y,z;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0, P (z,w;α, β, γ, ρ̂) = 0, (4.46)

are used to uniquely determine each of the unknown variables in x,y,z,w, and these

systems are consistent as a consequence of CAHP.

(ii) The systems of equations

P (Xa,Xf ; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, β) = 0,

P (Xf ,Xe; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, α) = 0,

P (Xe,Xd; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, γ) = 0,

P (Xd,Xc; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, β) = 0,

P (Xc,Xb; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, α) = 0,

(4.47)

are used to uniquely determine each of the remaining unknown variables in u and v, and

these systems are consistent as a consequence of CAHP.
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(iii) The remaining equations that were not used to determine the unknown variables (and

whose consistency is not implied through CAHP) must be consistent with the values of the

unknown variables determined through the previous steps. These equations are the three

quad equations (PQ.b), (PQ.c), (PQ.d), from

P (Xb,Xa; ρ̂, ρ, ρ, γ) = 0, (4.48)

and the two systems of hex equations (PX.a) and (PX.b) from

P (v,u;α, β, γ, ρ) = 0. (4.49)

Hex equations A = 0 and quad equations Q = 0 constructed from pairs on the left of Table

4 satisfy the above notion of CA66D.

5 Summary

This paper has presented the new concept of a system of hex equations, which is an overdeter-

mined system of six face-centered quad equations defined on six vertices of a hexagon. Consistent

systems of hex equations satisfy analogues of several of the properties that are characteristic

of quad equations, including dependence on parameters which are the same on opposite edges

of the hexagon, symmetries under rotations and reflections of the hexagon, well-defined initial

value problems both on the hexagon itself and on connected staircases in the hexagonal lattice,

and multidimensional consistency on polytopes with hexagonal faces. This appears to be the

first time that such properties have been collectively realised for systems of equations that evolve

in hexagonal lattices.

The results of this paper open up interesting directions for future research, some of which

include (in no particular order):

• Develop the analogue of consistency on polytopes for lattice models of statistical mechanics

by using the connection to the quasi-classical limit of the Yang-Baxter equation. This

could potentially have some interesting physical interpretation for models on hexagonal

lattices. Reinterpreting the consistency of the hex equations on polytopes in terms of some

equations satisfied by Boltzmann weights might also lead to new forms of the Yang-Baxter

equations.

• Determine the solutions of the systems of hex equations. There are methods that have

been developed for constructing the soliton solutions of integrable quad equations [53–55]

and these could possibly be adapted for obtaining solutions of hex equations.

• Extend systems of hex equations to multicomponent cases by using the quasi-classical

limit of multicomponent solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation [21]. This may also have

connections with multicomponent discrete Landau-Lifschitz type equations [56] that were

proposed as extensions of Q4.

• Investigate reductions of the systems of hex equations on polytopes. For example, reduc-

tions of quad equations on certain polyhedra have been shown to lead to discrete Painlevé

equations [57, 58]. There could potentially be some interesting reductions from the per-

mutahedron Pn−1 which may equivalently be interpreted as the Voronoi cell of the dual

lattice of the root lattice An−1 [52].
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• Classification of hex equations that satisfy consistencty-around-a-hexagon (CAH). CAH

(six face-centered quad equations for two unknowns) is similar in complexity to CAC (six

quad equations for four unknowns), although an individual face-centered quad equation

involves an extra variable and parameters. For quad equations there exists the important

ABS classification [13, 14], and it might be feasible to use a similar approach to classify

hex equations. Such a classification should include all of the known type-A and type-C

face-centered quad equations that satisfy CAFCC and might find some new ones.

• CAH for type-B CAFCC equations. Besides type-A and type-C equations, there were

also introduced the type-B equations in connection with CAFCC [22], but it is not known

if there is a CAH property for type-B equations which could be used to construct the

corresponding consistent systems of hex equations. This might be obtained through a

classification result as mentioned in the previous point.
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Appendix A Quad equations and face-centered quad equations

In the following, ℘(z) and ℘′(z) denote the Weierstrass elliptic function and its derivative re-

spectively, with Weierstrass invariants g2 and g3, and z(α) and s(α) are defined by

z(α) = e
α, s(α) = sinh(α). (A.1)

A.1 Face-centered quad equations

Two conventions have been used for face-centered quad equations in this paper. In Section 2

they are written with dependence on two-component parameters α = (α1, α2) and β = (β1, β2)

(which are more suitable for the square lattice), while in Section 3 they are introduced for hex

equations in terms of three scalar parameters α, β, γ (more suitable for the hexagonal lattice).

In the following, the equations are given in terms of α, β, γ, where the relation between

different sets of parameters is α = β1 − α1, β = β1 − α2, γ = β1 − β2. Also, φ is used to denote

the following sum of parameters

φ = α+ β − γ (A.2)

and ẋ is used to denote

ẋ = 4x3 − g2x− g3. (A.3)

Define the following four functions

q1(x, y, α1, α2, α3, α4) = p2(x, α1, α2)
(

p1(x, α3)p1(x, α4)− 256q(x, α3)q(x, α4)y
)

,

q2(x, y1, y2, α1, α2, α3, α4) = p2(x, α1, α2)
(

p1(x, α3)q(x, α4)y1 − p1(x, α4)q(x, α3)y2
)

,

q3(x, y1, y2, α1, α2, α3, α4) = p3(x, α1, α2, α3)
(

16q(x, α4)y1 − p1(x, α4)y2
)

,

q4(x, y, α1, α2, α3, α4) = p1(x, α1)q(x, α2)
(

℘′(α3)
(

16q(x, α4)y + p1(x, α4)
)

+ ℘′(α4)
(

16q(x, α3)y + p1(x, α3)
)

)

,

(A.4)
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where

q(x, α) =
(

x− ℘(α)
)2
,

p0(x, α) = 2g3 +
(

x+ ℘(α)
)(

g2 − 4x℘(α)
)

,

p1(x, α) = 16
(

x+ ℘(α)
)

g3 +
(

4x℘(α) + g2
)2
,

p2(x, α1, α2) = ℘′(α2)p0(x, α1) + ℘′(α1)p0(x, α2),

p3(x, α1, α2, α3) = −4ẋ
∏

1≤j≤3

℘′(αj)−
∑

1≤i≤3

℘′(α1)
∏

1≤j≤3
j 6=i

p0(x, αj),

p4(x, α1, α2, α3, α4) =
∑

1≤i≤4

(

4ẋp0(x, αi)
∏

1≤j≤4
j 6=i

℘′(αj) + ℘′(αi)
∏

1≤j≤4
j 6=i

p0(x, αj)
)

.

(A.5)

The following is a multilinear polynomial of the form (2.22) that corresponds to the elliptic

face-centered quad equation A4

A4
(

32x2g3 + (4x2 + g2)
2 − 16℘(α − β)ẋ

)(

℘(γ)− ℘(φ)
)

×
(

q1(x, xaxbxcxd,−α, β, α − γ, β − γ) + q1(x, xaxbxcxd, α, β − γ, α− γ, β)

−q1(x, xaxbxcxd, α− γ, β, α, β − γ)− q1(x, xaxbxcxd,−(α− γ), β − γ, α, β)

−16
(

p4(x, α, α − γ, β, β − γ)(xbxc − xaxd) + q2(x, xd, xc, β, β − γ, α, α − γ)(xa + xb)

+p4(x,−α,−(α − γ), β, β − γ)(xaxc − xbxd) + q2(x, xa, xb, α, α − γ, β − γ, β)(xc + xd)

+q2(x, xaxb, xcxd, α,−(β − γ), α− γ, β)− q2(x, xaxb, xcxd, α, β, α − γ, β − γ)

+q2(x, xaxb, xcxd, α− γ, β − γ, α, β) − q2(x, xaxb, xcxd, α− γ,−β, α, β − γ)
)

+4
(

q3(x, xbxcxd, xa, α, β, β − γ, α− γ)− q3(x, xbxcxd, xa,−(α− γ), β, β − γ, α)

+q3(x, xaxcxd, xb,−α, β, β − γ, α− γ)− q3(x, xaxcxd, xb, α− γ, β, β − γ, α)

−q3(x, xaxbxd, xc, α, α − γ, β, β − γ) + q3(x, xaxbxd, xc, α, α − γ,−(β − γ), β)

−q3(x, xaxbxc, xd, α, α − γ,−β, β − γ) + q3(x, xaxbxc, xd, α, α − γ, β − γ, β)

−q4(x, xcxd, β − γ, β, α, α − γ)xa + q4(x, xcxd, β, β − γ, α, α − γ)xb

+q4(x, xaxb, α− γ, α, β, β − γ)xc − q4(x, xaxb, α, α − γ, β, β − γ)xd

)

)

(A.6)

The above polynomial is degree 10 in x. The product of factors
(

32x2g3+(4x2+ g2)
2−16℘(α−

β)ẋ
)(

℘(γ) − ℘(φ)
)

on the first line is degree 4 in x and independent of xa, xb, xc, xd. These

factors are needed to preserve the third symmetry of (3.4).

The following are multilinear polynomials of the form (2.22) for type-A and type-C face-

centered quad equations

A3(δ) xPA3
(δ) (xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) + s(β)(xax

2 − xbxcxd)

−s(β − γ)(xbx
2 − xaxcxd)− s(α)(xcx

2 − xaxbxd) + s(α− γ)(xdx
2 − xaxbxc)

+δ
(

s(β − γ)s(α − γ)(s(α)xa − s(β)xc) + s(α)s(β)(s(γ − α)xb − s(γ − β)xd)
)

(A.7)
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A2(δ1; δ2) xPA2
(δ1; δ2)

(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) − α(xc − xd)
(

x2 + xaxb − δ1β
2(xa + xb − β2)δ2

)

+β(xa − xb)
(

x2 + xcxd − δ1α
2(xc + xd − α2)δ2

)

+γ(xb − xd)
(

x2 + xaxc − δ1αβ(xa + xc − (α− β)2 − αβ)δ2
)

+δ1γφ
(

(

αxa − βxc + δ2(α− β)αβ
)(

xb + xd + (α− γ)(γ − β)
)δ2

+δ2
(

(α− β)(xaxc − x2)− α3xa + β3xc
)

)

(A.8)

C3(δ1; δ2; δ3) xPC3
(δ1; δ2; δ3)

(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) +
(

xaxb + 2δ2s(β)s(β − γ)
)(

xd − xcz(γ)
)

+
(

xdz(γ) − xc
)

x2 + δ1z(−α)
(

1 + 2δ2xcxdz(2α − γ)
)

×
(

(

z(β)− 2δ3z(2α− β)x2
)(

xbz(γ)− xa
)

+
(

xaz(γ)− xb
)(

z(γ − β)− 2δ3z(α + φ)x2
)

)

(A.9)

C2(δ1; δ2; δ3) xPC2
(δ1; δ2; δ3)

(xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) + (x2 − xaxb)γ(γ − 2α)δ3 − (x2 + xaxb)(xc − xd)

+δ1β(β − γ)
(

γ(γ − 2α)δ3 + (xc − xd)
)(

β(γ − β) + xa + xb
)δ2 − 2δ3γ(xa + xb)x

2

+δ1
(

β(xa − xb)− γxa
)

(

xc + xd + (2α − γ)(γ − 2α)δ3 + 2δ3
(

α(α − γ)− x2
)

)

(γ − 2α)δ2

+2δ2

(

βγ(β − γ)(α+ xc)(α− γ + xd) +
(

γxa − β(xa − xb)
)

(α(γ − α) + xcxd)
)

(A.10)

C1(δ) xPC1
(δ) (xa, xb, xc, xd;α, β, γ) + 2

(

β(xa − xb)− γxa
)

(−xc/2− xd/2)
δ

+
(

x2 + xaxb + δβ(γ − β)
)

(xc − xd)
(A.11)

The above polynomials are each quadratic in x, where the terms linear in x (corresponding

to P1 in (2.23)) are given by

PA3
(δ) = (xaxc − xbxd)s(α− β) + (xcxd − xaxb)s(γ) + (xbxc − xaxd)s(φ) + δs(α − β)s(φ)s(γ),

PA2
(δ1; δ2)

= α(xc − xd)(xa + xb + 2δ2β
2)− β(xa − xb)(xc + xd + 2δ2α

2)

− γ(xb − xd)(xa + xc + 2δ2αβ),

− δ1φγ
(

(α− β)(xa + xb + xc + xd + γφ− α2 − β2)δ2 − 2δ2(αxa − βxc)
)

PC3
(δ1; δ2; δ3)

= (xaxc − xbxd)z(β) + (xbxc − xaxd)z(γ − β)

+ δ1
(

z(−α)− 2(δ3xaxb − δ2xcxd)z(α − γ)
)(

1− z(2γ)
)

,

PC2
(δ1; δ2; δ3)

=
(

xa + xb + 2δ2(β − γ)β
)

(xc − xd) + (xa − xb)(2β − γ)(γ − 2α)δ3

+ δ1γ
(

xc + xd + (2α− γ)(γ − 2α)δ3
)

(γ − 2α)δ2 + 2δ2γ
(

(α− γ)α − xcxd
)

+ 2δ3γ
(

(α− β)φ+ xaxb
)

,

PC1
(δ) = 2γ(−xc/2− xd/2)

δ − (xa + xb)(xc − xd).

(A.12)
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A.2 ABS quad equations

The following are multilinear polynomials of the form (2.2) for equations in the ABS list [13,14],

where the expression for Q4 is due to Nijhoff [59].

Q4 ℘′(α)
(

(

xa − ℘(β)
)(

xc − ℘(β)
)

−
(

℘(α)− ℘(β)
)(

℘(α− β)− ℘(β)
)

)

×
(

(

xd − ℘(β)
)(

xb − ℘(β)
)

−
(

℘(α)− ℘(β)
)(

℘(α− β)− ℘(β)
)

)

+℘′(β)
(

(

xa − ℘(α)
)(

xb − ℘(α)
)

−
(

℘(β)− ℘(α)
)(

℘(α− β)− ℘(α)
)

)

×
(

(

xc − ℘(α)
)(

xd − ℘(α)
)

−
(

℘(β)− ℘(α)
)(

℘(α− β)− ℘(α)
)

)

+℘′(α)℘′(β)℘′(α − β)
(

℘(α)− ℘(β)
)

Q3(δ) s(α)(xaxb + xcxd)− s(β)(xaxc + xbxd)− s(α− β)(xaxd + xbxc)− δs(α)s(β)s(α − β)

Q2 Q1(0) + αβ(α − β)(xa + xb + xc + xd + αβ − α2 − β2)

Q1(δ) α(xa − xc)(xb − xd)− β(xa − xb)(xc − xd) + δαβ(α − β)

H3(δ; ε) z(α)(xaxc + xbxd)− z(β)(xaxb + xcxd)− s(α− β)
(

δ(2 + ε) + ε(z(αβ)xaxd)
)

H2(ε) (xa − xd)(xb − xc)− (α− β)(xa + xb + xc + xd)− (α2 − β2)

+ ε
2(α − β)

(

(2xa + α+ β + 1)(2xd + α+ β + 1) + (α− β)2 − 1
)

H1(ε) (xa − xd)(xb − xc) + 2(α− β)− ε(α− β)(2 + xa + xd)
(A.13)

Apart from Q4, each of the above are equivalent to P1(xa,−xd, xc, xb;α,α − β, α − β) in

(2.23) for one of the polynomials in (A.12), where the correspondence is given in Table 4.

A.3 Three-leg and four-leg equations

In the following, σ(z) denotes the Weierstrass sigma function, and x is used to denote

x = x+
√

x2 − 1. (A.14)

The definitions in (A.1), (A.3), and (A.5), are also used.

The functions used for the three-leg and four-leg equations may be organised according to

which face-centered quad equations they are associated to. The four-leg equations associated to

type-A and type-C face-centered quad equations are respectively given by (2.31) and (2.32) (or

in additive form (2.33) and (2.34)). First, for A4 one may use a(x; y;α) given by

a(x; y;α) =

(

4
(

x+ y + ℘(α)
)

q(x, α) +
(

ẋ
1

2 + ℘′(α)
)2
)

(

4
(

x+ y + ℘(α)
)

q(x, α) +
(

ẋ
1

2 − ℘′(α)
)2
)

σ
(

℘(x)− ℘(α)
)

σ
(

℘(x) + ℘(α)
) . (A.15)

The functions for all other face-centered quad equations are given in Table 6, where the abbre-

viation add. is used to indicate it is for the additive forms of the equation.

The three-leg equations for type-Q and type-H ABS quad equations are respectively given

by (2.15) and (2.16) (or for the additive form with (2.10)), where the function for Q4 is given by

(A.15), and the functions for all other equations are given in Table 7 in terms of the functions

from Table 6.
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Type-A a(x; y;α) Type-C c(x; y;α)

A3(1)
1 + Z(α)2x2 − 2Z(α)xy

Z(α)2 + x2 − 2Z(α)xy
C3( 1

2
; 1

2
; 0)

1− Z(α)xy

x− Z(α)y

A3(0)
Z(α)x− y

x− Z(α)y

C3( 1
2
; 0; 1

2
) Z(−α) + Z(α)x2 − 2xy

C3(1; 0; 0) xy − Z(−α)

C3(0; 0; 0) y

A2(1; 1)
(
√
x− α)2 − y

(
√
x+ α)2 − y

C2(1; 1; 0)
y −√

x+ α

y +
√
x+ α

A2(1; 0)
x− y + α

x− y − α

C2(1; 0; 1) (x+ α)2 − y

C2(1; 0; 0) x+ y + α

C1(1) y

A2(0; 0)
α

x− y
(add.)

C2(0; 0; 0)
y + α

2x
(add.)

C1(0) − y

2
(add.)

Table 6: Left: A list of a(x; y;α) in (2.31) for type-A equations (A.7) and (A.8). Right: A list of c(x; y;α)
in (2.32) for type-C equations (A.9), (A.10), and (A.11). For C3(δ1; δ2; δ3), C2(δ1; δ2; δ3), and C1(δ1), the
a(x; y;α, β) are respectively given by the functions for A3(2δ2), A2(δ1; δ2), and A2(δ1; δ2=0).

Type-Q a(x; y;α) Type-H a∗(x; y;α) c(x; y;α) c∗(x; y;α)

Q3(1) A3(1) H3(1; 1)

A3(0)

C3( 1
2
; 1

2
; 0) C3( 1

2
; 0 1

2
)

Q3(0) A3(0)
H3(1; 0) C3(1; ;0; 0)

H3(0; 0) C3(0; ;0; 0)

Q2 A2(1; 1) H2(1)
A2(1; 0)

C2(1; ;1; 0) C2(1; ;0; 1)

Q1(1) A2(1; 0)
H2(0) C2(1; ;0; 0)

H1(1)
A2(0; 0)

C1(1) C2(0; ;0; 0)

Q1(0) A2(0; 0) H1(0) C1(0)
Table 7: Left: A list of a(x; y;α) in (2.15) for type-Q ABS equations. Right: A list of
a∗(x; y;α), c(x; y;α), c∗(x; y;α) in (2.16) for type-H ABS equations. For H3(δ; ε) the a(x; y;α) are given
by the functions for Q3(ε), for H2(ε) the a(x; y;α) is given by the function for Q2 if ε = 1, and the
function for Q1(1) if ε = 0, and for H1(ε) the a(x; y;α) are given by the functions for Q1(ε).
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